Summary of China Power System Modeling Workshop: Enabling Transformation
Held on 20 October 2018 in Suzhou, China
On 20 October 2018, a workshop took place on power system modeling aiming to better
connect the modeling community with decision-makers. The event was co-organized by the
“21st Century Power Partnership (21CPP)” initiative and “Long-term Energy Scenarios (LTES) for
the Clean Energy Transition” campaign of the Clean Energy Ministerial, and with critical support
from China National Renewable Energy Centre, State Grid Energy Research Institute, and State
Grid (Suzhou) City & Energy Research Institute. The goal of this workshop was to build an
international exchange on best practices for power sector transformation modeling. The oneday event was attended by approximately 60 participants including policy makers, government
representatives, power system operators, researchers and representatives of international
organizations.
The workshop aimed to build greater understanding of how the transition to clean electricity
systems is empowered by advanced power sector modeling tools, with the specific goal of
building stronger bridges between the modeling community and policy makers. The rise of
renewables, demand response, and electrification, for example, often leads to more complex
interactions between end-use sectors and energy sector stakeholders. As more powerful tools
have been developed to simulate desired outcomes in electricity sectors, greater attention is
needed to ensure the quality of the model findings and the relevance of the outcomes for
decision making.
An agenda of the day’s workshop sessions is reproduced at the end of this document.

SESSION SUMMARIES
In a keynote a representative of the National Energy Administration of China outlined the
Chinese energy policy priorities.
The workshop then opened with a policymaker dialogue to highlight the importance of
modeling for informing today’s power system decision-making.

In the dialogue it was stressed that inadequate planning results can result in costly misinvestments. Data quality is a main concern that determines the quality of model findings, this
quality is often not clear to policy makers. The gap between idealized model conditions and
real-world markets was stressed. The phrase “modeling for insights, not for numbers” was
stressed. While models are widely used for policy making in China, it is important they are used
in a context of long-lasting trusted relations. Rapid innovations such as digitalization, vehicle-togrid and the emerging role of minigrids create new challenges for modelers. The trend is
towards more complex models and scenario techniques (e.g., probabilistic approaches to deal
with variability). More attention is needed for distributional effects of policies, and their social
and environmental impacts. While models are well suited to extrapolate past trends they are
less suited to assess paradigm shifts.
The technical panels that followed took a subject-based approach, focusing on three key issues
pertinent to many countries actively seeking to transform their power sectors:
• Integrating variable renewable electricity (VRE) options,
• Planning of transmission systems, and
• Incentivizing an appropriate amount of flexibility.
Modeling to Inform Renewable Energy Integration
In the renewables integra�on session, speakers presented on the use of modeling for long-term
na�on-wide renewable planning and special considera�on for the variable characteris�cs of
VRE in opera�onal analysis. Han Xue and Lars Bregnbæk from CNREC gave a presenta�on of
CNREC power system model EDO and results from the Centre’s China RE Outlook 2018. The
EDO model is a least-cost dispatch model and least-cost investment model for the Chinese
power system at the province level. Hence, it gives good opportunity for modelling the
integra�on of variable produc�on from wind and solar power plants and also to model the
impact of the development of Chinese power markets, based on least-cost marginal pricing. The
EDO model is based on the Balmorel model, which is used for many scenario analyses on a
global basis and available as an open-source model.
Zhang Ning, Department of Electrical Engineering, Tsinghua University, introduced the
department’s RE modelling and power system opera�on simula�on, using their self-developed
Grid Op�mal Planning Tool (GOPT). The model op�mises the power system, taking into account
opera�onal uncertainty, forecast uncertainty and spa�al-temporal dependency. The model is
able to do detailed dispatch of the power system taking these uncertain�es and dependencies
into considera�on. It has been used for detailed studies in a number of provinces in China.
He Gang, Department of Technology and Society, Stony Brook University, presented on the
SWITCH-China model, which op�mises the power costs with genera�on and transmission
constraints. The model calculates genera�on mix, transmission expansions, carbon dioxide
emission and power costs for the Chinese power system in the future.

During the discussion is was emphasised that the presented models are very useful tools for the
policy makers in the Chinese energy transi�on process and the results from the analyses should
be disseminated to a larger audience. It would also be beneﬁcial to have a more close
coopera�on between the diﬀerent ins�tu�ons involved in power sector modelling regarding
data, assump�on and evalua�on of results.
Modeling Transmission Planning
In the transmission planning session, speakers presented on the transmission planning process
and models used in Europe and transmission planning with VRE and demand-side consideration
in China. Yuan Bo, SGERI and Randi Kristiansen, Energinet, illustrated how power system
models are used in transmission planning in China and Europe.
Yuan Bo gave an example of joint op�misa�on of genera�on and transmission expansion for
China with a high share of RE, using SGERI’s power system model GESP combined with the
commercial so�ware Gridview for a more detailed produc�on simula�on.
Randi Kris�ansen showed how the European transmission system operators use power market
models in a coordinated planning for the whole of Europe. Power market models are the
star�ng point for scenarios for the development of future power produc�on in diﬀerent
regions, and the results are used to evaluate the value of new transmission lines from the
beneﬁt of integra�ng RE, enhancing the power market func�on and improving the security of
supply.
The session showed how modern transmission planning needs to adapt to the development of
the energy system and take into account the impact of power markets and increasing amounts
of variable energy produc�on from wind and solar. The European approach has been
formalised through regula�on and comprehensive involvement of the stakeholders, while the
Chinese planning is more based on State Grid’s internal need for a decision basis.
Modeling Power System Flexibility
In the flexibility session, speakers highlighted the role of thermal plant flexibility, storage and
demand-side management availability, and power markets in supporting power systems with
high levels of VRE penetration.
Wang Shunchao (EPPEI), Simon Müller (IEA), Dan Wetzel (RMI), and Lars Bregnbæk (CNREC and
Ea Energy Analyses), presented the use of diﬀerent models to deal with power system
ﬂexibility.
Wang Shunchao showed how a generic module for modelling diﬀerent combina�ons of power
produc�on and power demand can be used to simulate ﬂexibility and integra�on of RE in the
power system. EPPEI has used the model for simula�on of ﬂexible load and variable energy
produc�on in the Dongbei (Northeast) region for a scenario for 2050.

Simon Müller introduced NREL’s grid integra�on study for India, based on the Plexos power
produc�on cost model. The model has a detailed representa�on of the power system, including
the transmission system in India, as well as a detailed representa�on of the solar and wind
resources in India. The analyses show that it is possible to avoid curtailment of RE produc�on
through enhanced ﬂexibility of thermal power plants and through coordinated opera�on of the
power system across states. Bateries do not add value to RE integra�on from a
scheduling/dispatch perspec�ve under the scenarios analyzed.
Dan Wetzel gave an example of how modelling and scenarios can illustrate the cost and
beneﬁts for diﬀerent stakeholders of the introduc�on of a power market in the Dongbei region
in China. Using State Grid’s dispatch model, the analyses looked into producer bidding
behaviour, market revenues, and addi�onal market design scenarios to balance reliability,
eﬃciency, and poli�cal goals. This could help market designers and policy makers to understand
the market impact on diﬀerent stakeholders and to clarify the needed market implementa�on
and transi�onal arrangements.
Lars Bregnbæk gave a number of detailed examples on how EDO and Balmorel can model
ﬂexibility, e.g. thermal power plant ﬂexibility, and RE technology for beter integra�on through
modelling of diﬀerent wind turbines and solar tracking systems.
The session showed the variety of targeted analyses that are possible to conduct with the same
types of models, and also illustrated that the models have to be quite detailed and with good
data to give useful results in many cases. The presenta�ons showed the possibili�es to inform
the diﬀerent stakeholder and policy makers on important issues that would be diﬃcult or
impossible to illustrate without the modelling tools.
Wrap-up
Going forward, the sponsoring organizations thought it would be fruitful to expand the
modeler-decisionmaker community discussions to other fields outside of electricity to include
transportation, climate change and other potential topical platforms. This is a specific focus of
the CEM scenarios campaign.
In conclusion the event provided a valuable overview of Chinese modeling and scenario
building trends and an opportunity to network with the community. At the same time, it gave
Chinese modelers an opportunity to receive feedback and get a better understanding of
international modeling trends.
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